
Company Profile 



Background 

etiMAX is the only dedicated ETI Firm in South Africa. We have in excess 40 years of tax experience 

and have successfully pioneered a novel business centered around calculating, verifying, and ensuring 

the accuracy of ETI calculated by taxpayers across the country.

We are backed by a large team of dedicated ETI specialists – a wide variety of tax, ETI, data scientist, 

software and administration specialists with depth and succession.

Our extensive experience, expertise and innovative solutions have placed us at the forefront of ETI 

calculations and recovery by supplying every South African business access to our industry leading 

ETI calculation software, Data extraction techniques and ETI recovery.
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Who we are?



What we do 
With our team of highly skilled tax experts coupled with our sophisticated software we have 

translated ETI legislation into a fast, and extremely accurate calculation. Unlike payroll software we 

can track ETI at employee level dating back to 2014 and with our Team of expert analysts, we are 

easily able to identify any over or underclaim and rectify it going forward. 

With our highly experienced claims department and knowledge of SARS process we are able to 

recover any ETI that is owed to taxpayers.

We offer a full end to end ETI solution, from data extraction, recalculation to recovery of ETI. 



Our Services
With our sophisticated software and team of highly experienced analysts we provided a zero risk and obligation free 

ETI review that can be used to claim back a tax-free cash benefit. 

✓ There is a 99% probability that you are claiming incorrectly.

✓ We have translated complex ETI legislation into a fast and accurate calculation.

✓ With our recognized and accredited ETI experts we calculate ETI, submit EMP201’s, EMP501’s with minimal 

involvement from your staff.

✓ Fully confidential with a non-disclosure agreement

✓ Highly sophisticated ETI recovery software, that prevents future losses 

✓ High Success rate, with proven track record since 2014

✓ We ensure that your future ETI benefit is calculated correctly.

✓ Success based fee structure; the client is only invoiced once the recovered ETI is in their bank account.      ( Our 

Service is guaranteed)



Business 
Competitiveness 

ETI has only been in effect since 2014, making it a relatively new tax incentive. Expertise in this 

field of ETI are lacking in the marketplace. 

With seven years of dedicated ETI experience, we have successfully pioneered a novel 

business around the calculation, recovery, and submission of ETI. 

The methodology used when processing ETI often leads to inaccurate claiming which in turn 

has a negative effect on the company's cash flow. However, etiMAX offers a full end to end ETI 

solution right from calculation all the way through to the refund of ETI

Unlike PAYE, UIF or SDL, less comparative ETI related data is available to companies, to verify 

that their claim is accurate, this is where etiMAX steps in. We ensure that your historical ETI 

underclaims are rectified and that future ETI benefit is calculated correctly on a monthly basis.

No competitor has emerged who uses software and technical tax expertise to verify the ETI 

figures calculated inside a taxpayer’s payroll. Hence, we are the monopoly. Since ETI was 

enacted, we have built-up substantial knowledge in our business which would take a competitor 

years and years to acquire with regards to investment and software.

etiMAX has a capability, skill set and technology that is unheard of in South Africa. 



Contact etiMax today 

Reshmi Maharaj: Marketing and Sales Director 

  073 060 0998/ 0112432263 

reshmi@etimax.co.za  

Michael Cruz: Sales Executive  

0712170364 /0112342263 

michael@etimax.co.za  

33 Riley Road, Pinewood 

Office Park, Calypso 

Building, Sunninghill, 

Sandton 




